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Tel-Aviv, March 13, 2012 &ndash; Typemock has announced today the launch of Isolator V7 for
.NET developers. Isolator V7 enables developers to find and fix bugs by immediately identifying
them, and automatically running relevant tests after each build. Isolator V7 dramatically cuts the bug
fix time by pinpointing the location of the bug in the code, based on the failed tests and offers
guidance on how to repair it.
Software bugs lead to security vulnerabilities and unnecessarily high economic costs. Unit testing is
a proven methodology to help prevent bugs in production systems. Isolator V7 enables
programmers to develop code more efficiently by enabling them to identify bugs during the early
stages of development. Isolator V7 will give your developers the result of unit testing masters. V7
introduces features that Typemock developed for internal usage, such as the Autorunner, automatic
bug location with the Failed-Test Analyzer, and Visual Code Coverage. The Autorunner
automatically runs only the relevant unit tests after every build providing instant feedback to the
developer when a new bug is introduced. The Failed-Test Analyzer points the developer to the exact
location of the bug in the code by analyzing the failed unit tests, cutting the time finding and fixing
the bug significantly. Visual Coverage allows developers to know what code is covered by unit tests,
so a developer will no longer test only the &ldquo;if&rdquo; statement and forget the
&ldquo;else&rdquo; statement. Isolator V7 also lowers time-to-market by enabling companies to find
and fix bugs quicker.
&ldquo;Isolator V7 is amazing; we are all hooked on it,&rdquo; said Eli Lopian, CEO of Typemock.
&ldquo;Isolator V7 enables us to release quicker, because we are able to fix bugs faster. V7 does all
the hard and boring work for us and helps us find bugs instantly. At last, we are no longer slaves to
our code. Seeing the code base covered with shields encourage us developers to write more unit
tests. It&rsquo;s fun and it finds our bugs for us.&rdquo;
"The new features in Isolator V7 are real productivity boosters. Isolator V7&#39;s fast red/green
feedback is really addictive when doing TDD,&rdquo; said Krister Renaud, Technical Consultant at
Koordium.
For more information on Isolator V7, please visit http://www.typemock.com/isolator-product-page/.
About Typemock
The Isolator tool family enables easy unit testing - the lubricant of agile development - of any .NET,
C/C++ code (including legacy code and unwritten code). Isolator V7 finds your bugs for you with the
Autorunner and failed test analyzer. Isolator V7 also features visual code coverage, powerful
mocking, high quality test assurance to guide you to write tests correctly, low maintenance test
assurance, ensuring robust tests that don&rsquo;t break, and integration with industry- leading tools.
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Typemock was conceived in 2004 to help programmers prevent bugs and become Agile through
unit testing. Since the launch of the first version of Typemock Isolator in 2006, thousands of
companies around the world use Typemock tools to make unit testing easy and to prevent bugs.
Typemock users are developers from a wide range of sectors &ndash; such as defense, medical,
and finance &ndash; that demand exceptionally high standards of quality and minimum errors.
Typemock is a privately funded company based in Tel Aviv, Israel. See
http://www.typemock.com/.&nbsp;
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